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Significance.

� the spouse is the most significant in providing support for � the spouse is the most significant in providing support for 

vulnerable elders. 
(United Nations, 2005)

� As primary carers of a spouse/partner, they are the least 

likely of all carers to seek help 
(Hales, 2007).

� A literature review identified a major gap on what we 

know about these carers: 

The lived experience of the spouse who is left at home 

after admission of their loved one to an aged care facility
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The study...

�Aim: To find out what the lived experience �Aim: To find out what the lived experience 

is of the spouse left at home after their 

spouse is admitted to a long term facility. 
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Objectives:

�Provide awareness to partners of those 
who may experience admission into an who may experience admission into an 

aged care facility  regarding possible 
reactions/issues.

�Provide awareness to aged care staff re �Provide awareness to aged care staff re 

the issues spouses in the community face 
following admission of their partner into an 

aged care facility. 
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Objectives...
� Inform key stakeholders including policy 

makers about the issues informal carers makers about the issues informal carers 

face following the admission of their 
spouse into an aged care facility. 

� Identify areas that require further follow up � Identify areas that require further follow up 

for spouses remaining in the community 
after their partner has been admitted to an 

aged care placement
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Method.

� Phenomenology. This study is interested in 
the individual's experience and what it 
means to them.
the individual's experience and what it 
means to them.

�Unstructured interviews 

� as soon as possible following  admission of 
their spouse into a facility, thentheir spouse into a facility, then

� 2 more interviews in 12 months

�Targeted sampling used.
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Participants

�10 participants recruited, each to be 

interviewed 3 times.interviewed 3 times.

� Inclusion: married or de facto relationship 
prior to admission of partner into facility.

�Exclusion: �Exclusion: 

� respite admissions

�Language or cognitive barriers
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Data analysis

�Recordings of in-depth interviews are 
transcribed verbatim then examined by transcribed verbatim then examined by 

researcher, at an individual level. 

�Thematic analysis as researcher immerses 
themself in the transcriptions to identify themself in the transcriptions to identify 

themes that may emerge.
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Initial comments
� “Sometimes I bring her back home and after lunch 

we just lay on the bed, we cuddle up, we cry and  we 
pray.” (MP3)pray.” (MP3)

� “he used to cry and beg me not to take him back. I 
would feel so much guilt, so much....then he would 
tell me he understood, but I still found it very hard to 
do”. (FP4)

� “For a second I think I might wake her up but she � “For a second I think I might wake her up but she 
isn't there.....” (MP3)

� “I’m happy for the lord to take me whenever he 
wants to now...I know he(husband ) will be cared for” 
(FP6)
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Initial data analysis.
Four themes identified:

1. Confusion regarding finances and 
paperwork.

2.  Doubt about making the right decision

3. Separation from spouse

4. Hiding ‘the truth’ from their family
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Separation.

�“I spend the time up there instead of it �“I spend the time up there instead of it 
here...we’re not apart that much...we 
couldn’t live apart. We’ve just got to live 
together”.

� Interestingly people who were in a � Interestingly people who were in a 
retirement village living on site where the 
aged care facility was all seemed the 
same.
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Hiding truth from family

� “I cant tell my daughters how bad it got at � “I cant tell my daughters how bad it got at 
home. It was the dementia that made him 

so aggressive. I want them to remember 
their dad before the dementia took 

over..They just don't need to know.”
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Initial reflections by researcher
• Differences in feeling separation based on 

access/location

� Maintaining the same routine as prior to 
admission., for example making toast and 
marmalade ” which I’ve done for yonks. P(wife) 
and I had that” 

� Hiding from family means they cant get the 
support and understanding from them about the 
real issues.
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In summary
� Admission into a nursing home; the spouse’s 

lived experience. lived experience. 

� Already there is rich data that we can learn from:

� Support must be provided from outside 

of the family

� Separation can be reduced by 
encouraging accessencouraging access

� Issues continue long after the admission 

date. 
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Contact details.

Lisa HeeLisa Hee

Aged Care subject coordinator

Queensland University of Technology

Email: lisa.hee@qut.edu.au

Mobile: 0400 199 670

Work:07 3138 5956Work:07 3138 5956
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